1 On safari

Gracie: We’re here!
Spike: Hello! This is my friend Molly.
Gracie, Gary & Danny: Hello, nice to meet you.

Comprehension questions

- Where are the Bugs? (in South Africa)
- Who do they meet? (Molly)
Story card 2

On safari

Storyteller: The Bugs travel across South Africa.
Gary: What’s this?
Molly: It’s a stadium. And look! There’s Table Mountain.
Danny: Let’s go on safari. The GPS address is there.

Comprehension questions
- Do they travel by train? (No, by car.)
- What do they see in South Africa? (a stadium and Table Mountain)
- Where does Danny want to go? (on safari)
- What is there? (the GPS address)
On safari

Storyteller: The Bugs are on safari.
Spike: I can see two crocodiles and many lizards.
Gracie: Do lizards eat insects?
Molly: Yes, they do. Let’s go.

Comprehension questions

• What can Spike see? (two crocodiles and many lizards)
• What question does Gracie ask? (‘Do lizards eat insects?’)
• What does Molly answer? (‘Yes, they do.’)
• Is Gracie an insect? (yes)
On safari

Spike: A kangaroo!
Molly: Kangaroos don’t live in South Africa. They live in Australia. It’s a cheetah.

Comprehension question

• Spike thinks he can see a (kangaroo).
• Do kangaroos live in South Africa? (No, they don’t.)
• What animal can Spike really see? (a cheetah)
On safari

Gracie: And is that a whale?
Gary: No, whales don’t live in rivers. It’s a rhino.

Comprehension questions
• Gracie thinks she can see a (whale).
• Is that a whale? (No, it isn’t.)
• Do whales live in the river? (No, they don’t.)
• What animal is it? (a rhino)
Danny: We’re here!
Gary: There’s a box in the tree!
Gracie, Molly, Danny & Gary: Wow!
Molly: A penknife for Danny!
Danny: For me? Let’s take it!

Comprehension questions
• Gary can see (a box).
• Where’s the box? (in the tree)
• What’s in the box? (a penknife)
• The penknife is for (Danny).
• Does Danny take the penknife? (yes)
Story card 7

On safari

Storyteller: The Bugs see a baby cheetah.
Gracie: Do cheetahs eat insects?
Molly: No, they don’t.
Baby cheetah: My paw hurts!
Gary: Don’t worry, we can help you.

Comprehension questions

• Who do the Bugs meet? (a baby cheetah)
• The baby cheetah’s paw is stuck in the fence.
The baby cheetah says: (‘My paw hurts!’)
• Do cheetahs eat insects? (No, they don’t.)
• Do the Bugs want to help the baby cheetah? (yes)
• Can they cut the fence? (yes)
Baby cheetah: Where’s my mum? 
Spike: I don’t know. 
Molly: I’ve got an idea …

Comprehension questions

• Is the baby cheetah happy? (no)
• The baby cheetah asks: (‘Where’s my mum?’)
• Does Spike know where the mummy is? (no)
• Who has an idea? (Molly)
Storyteller: One day Tiger and Gorilla are walking in the jungle.

Gorilla: Help!

Tiger: What’s the matter, Gorilla?

Comprehension questions

• What animals are walking in the jungle? *(Tiger and Gorilla)*

• Tiger asks Gorilla: ‘What’s *(the matter)*?’
What’s the matter, Tiger?

Gorilla: Look! It’s a leopard! What a big mouth! I’m scared!

Tiger: I’m not scared. I’ve got a big mouth too. Tigers are never scared.

Comprehension questions

• What animal can Gorilla see? (a leopard)
• Is Gorilla happy? (no)
• The leopard has got a (big mouth).
• Who says: ‘I’m scared!’? (Gorilla)
• Is Tiger scared too? (no)
• Tiger says: ‘I’ve got a (big mouth, too). Tigers are never (scared).’
What’s the matter, Tiger?

Gorilla: Help!
Tiger: What’s the matter, Gorilla?
Gorilla: Look! It’s a crocodile.

Comprehension questions
• What animal can Gorilla see? (a crocodile)
• Tiger asks Gorilla: ‘What’s the (matter)?’
• Is Gorilla happy? (no)
Gorilla: What big teeth! I’m scared!
Tiger: I’m not scared. I’ve got big teeth too.
       Tigers are never scared.

Comprehension questions
- The crocodile has got big (teeth).
- Gorilla says: ‘I’m (scared).’
- Is Tiger scared too? (no)
- Tiger says: ‘I’ve got (big teeth, too). Tigers are (never scared).’
Comprehension questions

- What animal can Gorilla see? (a snake)
- Tiger asks Gorilla: ‘What’s (the matter)?’
- Is Gorilla happy? (no)
What’s the matter, Tiger?

Gorilla: What a long tongue! I’m scared!
Tiger: I’m not scared. I haven’t got a long tongue, but I’ve got a long tail.

Comprehension questions

- The snake has got a long (tongue).
- Gorilla says: ‘I’m (scared).’
- Is Tiger scared too? (no)
- Has Tiger got a long tongue, too? (no)
- Tiger has got a long (tail).
Story card 7

What’s the matter, Tiger?

Storyteller: Now it’s raining. Tiger and Gorilla are in a cave.
Tiger: Oooh!
Gorilla: What’s the matter, Tiger?

Comprehension question
- What’s the weather like? *(It’s raining.)*
- Are Tiger and Gorilla in a cave? *(yes)*
- Is Tiger happy? *(no)*
- Gorilla asks Tiger: ‘What’s the *(matter)*?’
What’s the matter, Tiger?

Tiger: Help! It’s a storm! I’m scared!
Gorilla: But tigers are never scared!

Comprehension questions
• What's the weather like? It’s (a storm).
• Is Gorilla scared? (no)
• Is Tiger scared? (yes)
• Gorilla says: ‘But tigers are never (scared).’